
COMMON APP ESSAY SAME FOR ALL COLLEGES

The key to writing this essay is answering the question Well-executed trains of thought or similar tactics are successful
ways to Learn more about College Apps.

If this prompt jumps out at you because you have a very specific story to tell or opinion to voice, run with it!
Avoid the urge to pen an ode to a beloved figure like Gandhi or Abraham Lincoln. Although the opportunities
that my parents and I pursued are different, our journey is essentially the same: we walk a road paved with
uncertainty and doubt with the prospect of success fortified by our hearts and our hands. How did it affect you,
and what did you learn from the experience? I did whatever I thought would make me happy. On any given
Sunday morning, could we find you lost in the literature of Kurt Vonnegut or immersed in a collection of
stories by Isaac Asimov? If this sounds like you, then please share your story. Because we are committed to
getting you the most timely and comprehensive essay advice on the interweb, we have made a guide to help
you navigate the ins and outs of all seven prompts. In addition, you can highlight intersections between
multiple backgrounds and show how each is integral to you. Prompt 5 Discuss an accomplishment, event, or
realization that sparked a period of personal growth and a new understanding of yourself or others. Prompt 4:
Solving a problem. For example, if you care deeply about drug education because of a past experience with a
friend or family member, you could outline a plan to bring young-adult speakers to your school to positively
influence your peers and stress the real dangers of drugs. More College Essay Topics Individual schools
sometimes require supplemental essays. This prompt is about the pursuit of knowledge and your desire to
proactively challenge yourself. It can be an intellectual challenge, a research query, an ethical
dilemma-anything that is of personal importance, no matter the scale. Did you ever admit your fault and seek
to fix the problem? Did you challenge the idea of horror as a throw-away genre by executing an extensive
research paper on the subject, launching a horror movie club at school, and arranging the most elaborate,
best-received haunted house your neighborhood has ever seen? They can be as serious as being tormented by
bullies, as ingrained as the financial issues that have plagued your family for years, or as seemingly pedestrian
as a mistake that costs you a tip while waiting tables. Admissions officers want insight into your thought
process and the issues you grapple with, so explain how you became aware of the dilemma and how you
tackled solving it. What does your name represent for you? One of our consultants detailed how growing up as
an American in Germany led to feelings of displacement. Describe the event or accomplishment that shaped
you but take care to also show what you learned or how you changed. My mother had been a source of
strength for me, and now I would be strong for her through her long recovery ahead. I joined the basketball
team, performed in the school musical, and enrolled in chorus, all of which were firsts for me. What new
projects within the company are you most excited to work on? It can be an intellectual challenge, a research
query, an ethical dilemma - anything that is of personal importance, no matter the scale. It is important that the
problem you choose is linked to your life and world in a meaningful way. Looking for strategic college
advice? When my parents learned about The Smith Academy, we hoped it would be an opportunity for me to
find not only an academically challenging environment, but also a community. What prompted your thinking?
My mother remains a guiding force in my life, but the feeling of empowerment I discovered within myself is
the ultimate form of my independence. Describe a topic, idea, or concept you find so engaging that it makes
you lose all track of time. The admissions committee doesn't need to be convinced they are influential people.
And a few examples to think about: Has a lifelong battle with stuttering ultimately increased your overall
confidence and allowed you to participate in social activities and public forums without self-judgment? Have
you treated others differently since then? Students should think about everything from more traditional
obstacles they have had to overcome to the small predicaments that have inspired them to think about what
they really value. What has that meant for your self-esteem and personal relationships? After moving from
Berlin to New York at age fifteen, my feelings of cultural homelessness thrived in my new environment. We
know someone who did thisâ€”really. Our College Admission Counselors will help you find, apply, and get
accepted to your dream school. What qualifies as a challenge or setback in your life and world?


